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1. Iritroduction and Summary uf Findings 

This report measures. 1he costs and benefits to various Cbino Basin agencies of the program 
elements encompassed by the Peace I and Peace II Agreements. Both agre=ents ate considered 
relative to a baseline state of the world existing l!fier the Judgment but prior. to the Peace 
Agre=ent. The analysis examines net returns to the ten largest agencies that hold groundwater 
rights in the Basin over the time period 2007 to 2030. Tugether, these agencies account for over 
91 percent of Basin safe operating yield. 

Overall, the study shows that the two agt.;:ements produce rubstantial qet benefits to Cbino Basin 
agencies ~ over $904 million in present value terms. The provisions ofthe Peace IT Agreement 
are especially valuable, as they account for $723 million (80 percent) ofthe total net benefit to 
the Basin agencies studied. Through the attainment ofhydraulie control, the program elements in 
Peace II Agreement include the introduction of large qliantities of recycled water in the Easin, 
wbicb lessens the need to procure other supplies to meet growing demand forwater. With respect 
to j:he distribution ofnet benefits across agencies, shown in the Sllilliriary tables below, the main 
outcome is that all agencies benefit from the agreements, although the magnitode of the net 
benefit varies considerably among agencies. 

City of Chino 
City of Chino Hills 
City of Ontario 
City of Upland 
Cocamonga Valley Water District 
Fontana Union Water Co. 
Monte Vista WaterDistrict 
San Antonio Water Company 
JurupaCSD 
City of Pomona 
Total 

1 

Total Net Benefit (1000s of 2007$) 
Peace I ys. 
Baseline 
$20,294 
$12,217 
$42,547 
$9,442 
$60,667 
$4,839 
$7,025 
$1,141 

$15,772 
$8,189 

$182,133 

Peacellvs. 
Peat.el 
$75,671 
$61,320 

$189,724 
$34,644 

$217,462 
$25,429 
$33,455 
$5,995 
$19,482 
$59,348 

$722,530 

Peacellvs. 
Baseline 
$95,966 
$73,537 
$232,271 
$44,086 
$278,128 
$30,268 
$40,480 
$7,136 

$35,254 
$67,537 

$904,663 
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City of Chino 
City of Chino Hills 
City of Ontario 
City of Upland 
Cucamonga Valley Water District 
Monte Vista Water District 
JumpaCSD 
City of Pomona 
Overall Average 

NetBenefit per Acre-:-Foot (2007$) 
Peace] vs. P~ace 11 vs. Peace llvs. 
Baseline Peace 1 Baseline 
$31.3Q $116.70 $148.00 
$20.60 $103.38 $123.98 
$24.20 $107.91 $132.11 
$17.46 $64.07 $81.54 
$32.92 $118.01 $150.93 
$20.13 $95.88 $116.01 
$17.86 $22.06 $39.92 
$11.10 $80.47 $91.58 
$19.84 $78.69 $98.53 

In tenus of total riet benefit, two agencies, City of Ontario and. Cucamonga Valley Water 
District, receive over half of all the net benefits resulting from the agreements. An important 
reason these agencies receive. a large share of the net benefit from the agreements is due to their 
relative size: the two agencies combined account for aJlproximately half of the consomer t;lenumd 
for Basin water.1 Controlling fur agency size on. the basis of demand for Basin water, the net 
benefit resulting from the combined program elements in the Peace I and Peace II Agreements 
shows considerably less variation. The table above indicates that 7 of the 8 agencies with 
positive demand for Basin waterreceiving benefits ranging from $82 to $151 per acre -foot? 

2; Conceptual Framework 
The model of gronndwater value used. in this report is staridard in the academic literature. and 
builds on the methodology Used :in. the earlier aggregate study of Basin m:t benefits. The net 
benefits resulting from access to a gronndwater resource are the gains from pmnping (the 
demand fat water} less the cost of extraction and conveyance, and a user cost component, which 
reflects the lost option value .entailed by removing a unit of water from storage, The stream of 
annual net benefits is discounted back to current dollars using a disconnt factor predicated on the 
rate of interest, which is taken to be the current risk-free long-term rate of interest and is set at 
4.5 percent per year. 

Allocation of aggregate costs an:d benefits to individual agencies in the Basin is accomplished by 
a complex set oflegal rules (e.g~ shares of operating yield), cost-sharing arrangements that fund 
programs for Basin improvements through collective instimtions, and market forces. The goal of 
this stody.is to measure net benefits to individual agencies nnder three scenarios: (i) a baseline 
case defined by the Judgment; (:ii) a set of rules to operate the Basin and fund programs through 
collections as defined by the Peace Agreement; and fill) an alternative set of rules that are 

1 Co!lSUIIler demand for Basin water, which is met through some combination ofBasin supply and water nnpartB, is 
calculated for each agency as Urbllll Water Demand less available surface water and other groundwater supplies. 
OYer the 2007-2030 period of study, the City of Ontario and Cucamonga Valley Water District are projected to meet 
co!lSUIIler de=d of3.4 million acre-feet out of 69 million acre-feet (49 percent) of total consumer de[Dlllld for 
Basin water. 
2 Fontma Union Water Company and San Antonio Water Company are not included in lheoe calculations, because 
the available surface water nnd other groundwater supplies for these agencies exceed their Urban Water Demand. 
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designed to achieve hydraulic controlllild are defined in Peace II Agreement {as represented in 
the Non-BindingT=Sheet dated May 23, 2006). 

To understand the allocation of benefits among individual agencies in the appropriative pool 
most clearly, consider for the moment the case in which the appropriative pool comprises 100 
percent of the Basin water. Fignre I depicts the aggregate supply (S) and demand (D) schedules 
for this Basin. Aggregate demand is total water demand in the Basin, and the supply curve is a 
step function, ordered from the least expensive uses of water to the most expensive uses of 
water. 3 Many of the effects modeled in this study amount to changes in agencies' cost of meeting 
water demand. An arrangement or cost-sharing rule that reduces an agency's cost. of service 
provides a net benefit to that agency and its ratepayers. 

Figure 1. Conceptual Model: Aggregate Demand and Supply 

$/Q 

------------------------.-----------------1----------- s 

pR ---•-------.,-------: 

Quantity (Q) 

The first step of the supply curve, which represents the least expensive water source, is 
groundwater pumped directly from the Basin. The extent of groundwater pumping in the Basin is 
limited by the steady-state ("safe") yield, which is represented in the :figore by quantity Q8

. The 
cost per unit of Basin water is denoted by the {implicit) price P8

, which includes lift costs, 
conveyance costs, and user east The second step of the supply curve represents replenishment 
water. After the safe yield of the Basin is exhausted, additional groundwater pumping can occur 
provided that replenishment water is purchased to recharge the Basin. The effective capacity of 
the Basin is the sum of Basin safe yield and Basin recharge capacity, denoted by the quantity QR 
in 1he figore. (The recharge capacity of the Basin is given by 1he difference QR - QB .) 

' In practice, the water supply iimction has multiple steps, with eacli step representing thl; various pumping and 
conveyance costs of a sequence of wells, and, for this reason, aggregate snpply conditions are often approximated by 
an upwards-sloping, continuous supply function; however, the essential points of the IJlOdel can be made more 
clearly .by grouping water costs into common categories represented by each of the three steps . 
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Replenishment water is supplied to the Basin through r~lenishment water imports at the MWD 
replenishment rate, which is denoted in the figur-e by P . The third step in the supply function, 
the most·expe!lBive source of water, is imported water for direct (co!lBUffiptive{ use. Im,ported 
water for direct use is available to agencies 1n the Basin at a price denoted. by P , which reflects 
the cost of procuring new water supplies from outside the Basin. The cost of developing reliable 
sources of water outside the Basin may differ across agencies in p:rnctice according to the options 
available to each agency in developing outside water sources. The ontside option for each agency 
in the present stody, unless stated otherwise, is taken to have a cost equal to tl).e Tier 2 MWD rate 
for untreated water. 

The equilibrium quantity of water consumed is given by the intersection of supply and demand, 
which occurs at the qllliJitity Q* and the price P1

• The key to characterizing the distribution of 
"benefits from policies that increase the effective yield from the Basin, either by expanding Basin 
safe yield or by augmenting Basin recharge capacity, is the understanding that economic values, 
as captured by prices, are realized on the margin of water use where supply intersects with 
demand {the third step in the figure}. Gains .from management of the Basin are created by 
replacing units of water at the third and most-expensive step of the supply function with less 
expensive .sources of water. Because individual supplies are added together to get aggregate 
supply, the distribution of marker benefits to individual agencies in response to Basin 
improvements depends on the composition of water use by each agency across each of the steps 
of supply, in effect where each agency is "located" on the supply schedule. In general, agencies 
who meet their meet urban water demand to a greater degree with marginal units of water (i.e., 
imported water for direct use) acquire a larger share of the benefits from Basin improvements 
than agencies that are less represented on this "extensive margin'' ofsupply.4 

Consider a policy that increases the recharge capacity of the Basin. In general, such an effort has 
tWo effects. that, taken together, can alter the net benefits received by water agencies: (i) 
increasing the Basin recharge capacity involves a fixed cost component that must be allocated 
among agencies according to some cooperative, cost-sharing rule; and. (ii) ·increasing the Basin 
recharge capacity allows for greater use of replenishment water that can displace expensive Tier 
2 water ou the margin. The distribution of net benefits in the Basin is altered in cases where the 
market allocation of benefits from the increased use of replenishment water differs froin. the 
allocation of cost among individual agencies. 

Figure 2 shows the gain from an increase in recharge capacity in the Basin. The increase in 
recharge capacity increases the effective yield in the Basin, which is depicted in .the figure by the 
movement from QoR to Qt. The increased recharge capacity allows Basin agencies to incur 
additional replenishment obligations that displaCe Q1 R - Ql units of iruported water fur direct 
use. The total producer benefit resulting from the increase in recharge capacity is represented by 
the shaded region in the figure, which Sums the difference between the Tier 2 rate and 
replenishment rate for each additional unit of water that can be replenished. 

• Genernlly, users diSproportionately represented on the margin of supply repr<:Sent agencies that incurred large 
increases in wban water de1Il8Ild sribsequent to the BSsignment of safe operating yield and were fo=d to meet the 
increw;e in demand with relatively expensive sources of imported water. 
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Figure 2. Benefit of an Increase in Bad~ Recharge Cap!) city 

$/Q 

1-------------------- s 

Quantity ( Q) 

Among individual agencies in the Basill, the benefit of a:n increase in recharge capacity is 
distributed exclusively to agencies 9n the extensive margin of water supply. For this reason, the 
market returo from an increase in recharge capacity can be distributed. equally aCI'oss agencies 
only in the case where the agencies have equal shares of the third stey of water supply in the 
Basin. To illustrate this point, consider an agency that faces sufficiently small water demand 
relative tofts share ofBasin production rights that its urban water demand can be met each year 
entirely through the use of Basin safe yield. Such an agency would require the use of neither 
imported replenishment water nor :imported water for direct use to meet its urban water demand, 
and would stand to receive no market benefit from participating in a cooperative policy designed 
to iJlcrease Basin recharge capacity. To the extent that cooperative assessments levied to recoup 
the cost of increasing Basin recharge capacity are based on .relative share of operating yield, as 
opposed to being levied in proportion to the initial share of imported water deliveries for direct 
lli:e across agencies, policies that increase Basin recharge capacity alter the distribution of net 
benefits. 

Next, consider the benefit associated with an increase in Basin safe yield. Figure 3 shows the 
effect of an increase in Basin safe yield from QJ! to Q1 8 units. The increase in Basin safe yield 
extends the lowest step of the supply function and diaplaces Q1

8 
- Q0

8 units of replenishment 
water purchases. The value of the diaplaced replenishment water (net of the cost of Basin water) 
is shown by the cross-hatched region in the :figure. The increase in Basin safe yield, in turn, 
increases the effective yield in the Basin (the sum of Basin yield and recharge capacity) :from Ql 
to Q1R, which is represented in the figure. by a rightward shift in the replenishment step of 
supply; The increase in Basin safe yield therefore also diaplaces Q1R -Q0R. = Q1ll-Q0

8 units of 
imported water on the extensive margin of supply, which provides an additional gain represented 
by the shaded region ofthe figure. The total market benefit to all agencies is represented by the 
.sum of these two regions. The value of an increase in Basin safe yield is the difference between 
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the price of imported water for ditect use and the procurement cost of Basin groundwater for 
each unit of additional water made available to Basin agencies. 

Figure 3. Benefit of an Jncrease in Basin Safe Yield 

$/Q 

pR ·~------· 

Qnantity (Q) 

The economic value of an increase in safe yield conveys upward into market benefit across bofu 
steps of supply. For this reason, policies which lead an increj!Se in Basin safe yield are not only 
more valuable to agencies in the Basin fuan an increase in recharge capacity, but the benefits are 
also distributed more equally. AB in the case of an increase in repienisbmeilt capacity, the 
ultimate repository of market vaiue for a one-unit increase in safe yield is a unit of displaced 
water on the extensive margin of supply; however, this displacement now ocaurswith Basin safe 
yield rather than furough the use of imported replenishment water. To see how the market 
benefits of a policy that increases Basin safe yield are distnbuted to individUal agencies, consider 
again an agency that meets its urban water demand each year entirely through the use of Basin 
safe yield without the need for replenishment water or imported water :fur direct use. Unlike the 
case of an increase in replenishment capacity, the increase in Basin safe yield provides each 
agency with physical water assets (e.g., according to its share of Basin safe yield} that can be 
sold to other agencies in the transfer market The gain to this agency following the increase in 
Basin safe yield depends on fue price it receives in the transfer market, for instance if the transfer 
price is equal to the replenishment rate (PR) then the agency acquires a share of the benefits in 
the cross-hatched region of the figure in proportion to its share of Basin safe yield. The 
remaining benefit of each mrit of water provided as the share of safe yield to this agency is 
acquired by the water purchaser in the transfer market 

1n sum, agencies that initially meet theit urban water demand with a relatively large share of 
imported water :fur direct use receive fue largest share of the mmket benefit from a policy that 
increases Basin safe yield. These agencies receive the :full mmket value (P1-1'B) for each unit of 
water displaced through theit allocated share of the increase in Basin safe yield. To the extent 
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!hat agencies with an initially large share of imported water purchases for direct use pa,rticipate 
in the transfer market, these agencies also acqull:e the difference between the Tier 2 water price 
and the transfer price for each unit of water pnrcbased from agencies that are nuder-represented 
on the extensive margin of supply. If the transfer price of water is taken to be equal. to the 
replenishment rate (PR), then the market benefit represented by the shaded region of Figure 3 is 
diVided amQiig agencies according to their relative share of production on the extensive margin 
of supply, while tlu: market benefit represented by the cross-hatched. region of FigUre 3 .is diVided 
among agencies according to their relative share of Basin safe yield. 5 Policies thai ex:pand Basiri 
safe yield lead to redistributive effects on the net benefits received by individual agencies 
whenever the allocation of costs in the cooperative arrangement differ from this distribution of 
benefitS proVided in the market. 

The above framework for calculating the distribution of net benefits from various program 
elements is applied to the Chino Basin as f()llows. Ffrst, the water yield in the Basin is calibrated 
to the relevant quantity supplied by the apprOJlriative pool by netting out production by the 
overlying rights-holders from the Basin safe yield. This is essentially the distinction made in 
practice betweeJ! "safe yield" and "safe operating yield'' in the Basin. & it pertains to the 
calculation of net benefits to agencies with appropriative rights, policies that increase the Basin 
yield (as in Figure 3) now refer both to policies that directly increase Basin safe yield as well as 
to policies that redislnlmte the eristing safe yield from overlying right-holders to members of the 
appropriative pool, for instance through net agricUltural transfer, 

Second, as defined by the framework above, net benefits are calculated for individual agencies 
according to calculations on the avoided cost of Tier 2 water purchases provided by ptogratil 
elements in the Peace I and Peace li agreements, respectively, relative to the baseline scenario. 6 

Considering the change in cost front the introduction of new program elements suppresses the 
need to ex:plicitly calculate components of cost that are common. to the baseline, Peace L. and 
Peace li scenarios. 

Thirll, the analysis abstracts from seasonal and annual cycles in, water availability by considering 
expected values where possible. Seasonal cycles are smoothed in all scenarios by using airnual 
data: on demand and supply conditions facing agencies. Annual cycles are smoothed in all 
scenarios by treating each year as an average weather occurrence represented by the ex:pectation 
that each 10-year future horizon in the mod.el is comprised of 7 "wet" years, in which 
replenislonent water is available to agencies in the Basin, and 3 ''dry'' years, :io which 
replenishment water is not available. 7 Each year in the model thus has the interpretation of 
representing production decisions that are 30 percent dry and 70 percent wet. By smoothing 
annual production outcomes into an ex:pected value framework, this implies that a replenishment 

5 Thls argument does not rely on the water transfer price being equal to the replenishment rate J!IId applies to any 
water transfer pricing rule !lutt divides the gains from exchange (defined here by tbe·value P1-l'"). · 
6 All alteilll!tive scenario is nlso ccii!Sidored that denominates the avoided cost of imported waier for direct use at the 
Tier 1 rate, Which provides a bracketing condition on the range of outside options available to individual agencies 
for procuring reliable new soliiCes of water at rates between the Tier l and Tier 2 MWDprices. 
7 The expected sequence of wet and dxy years is based on th" assumption that underlies program element 2 of the 
OBMP thnt "replenishment water is available 7 out of 10 years." (Implernenmtion Plan: Optimal Basin ManaJ:~ement 
Plan for the Chino Basin, p13: bttp:llwww.cbwm.orgldoosllegaldocs/Implementation_Plan.pdf.} 
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water step exisis in !he supply function in each year of !he study, but !hat !he length of !he step is 
treated as 70 percent of !he recharge capacity in the Basin. 

Fourth, !he net benefit of policies that increase the safe operating yield of !he appropriative pool 
is distributed aiUOng individual agencies, in part, through water exchanges between <tgencleS in 
ihe transfer market. Water transfers are specified to exchange units of water between agencies 
that are not adequately represented on the ext~ive margin of supply to agencies which are more 
highly represented on this margin. Specifically, the water price in the transfer market is fixed at 
!he prevailing MWD replenishment rate in each period to divide these rents from exchange. 

Finally, !he net benefit returned to each agency under Peace t and.Peace II rules relative to !he 
baseline scenario is computed by coupling the market distribution of benefits, as outlined by !he 
framework here, with the distribution of cbst implied by the ruleS encoQlpassed by each 
agreement These rules are defined in the following description of scenarios. 

3. CommmtCompunents 
Several compmients common to all scenarios frame the overall analysis. 

3.1. Agencies Considered 

Because of the detailed calculations required to divide the net benefit created by each scenario 
among individual agencies in the study, the study encompasses only the ten 1argest water-holding 
agencies in !he Basin (the cities of Chino, Chino Hills, Ontario, Pomona, and Upland, Fontrma 
Union Water Company, Monte V1StaWater District, Cucamonga Valley Water District, Jlinipa 
Co=unity Services District, and San Antonio Water Company). These ten agencies account for 
91,2 percent oftheBasin-wide safe operating yield. 

3.2: Smoothing Across Hydrologic Yeats 

Because production is smoo1hed across years, ihe patterns of local storage and lcfcal 
supplemental stnrage are also smoothed for each agency. This abstracts from the actual .. series of 
puts and takes !hat rely on temporal adjustments in water storage by accounting for !he expected 
local storage need of individual agencies. (Recall that ~ch year is a representative hydrologic 
year characterized by expected conditions that are 70 percent wet and 30 percent dry.) A single 
local storage account is constructed fur each agency that combines local storage with locaJ. 
supplemental storage in all scenarios, and the local storage balance ofeach agency 1s adjusted 
each y<:ar to reflect the met 1hat replenishment water is available to meet replenishment 
obligations only 70 percent of the time. 

For this reason, !he annual amount held in storage for each agency is 3/7 (3/7 = 1017 -1) of !he 
annual excess demand for water ihat cannot be. met by the agency through the allocation of 
contempbraneous supply. The expected arrival time of a dry year in which replenishment water 
is not available is given by the mean of a ]'oisson process (!.1 = 1 013), and ihe average holding 
time for a unit of water held in storage is half the expected arrivaJ. time of a dry year, which 
implies that !he average annual amount of water held in local storage is 5/7 (517 = 317*10/3*1/2) 
of the annual exwss demand fur each agency that cannot be met through the allocation of 
contemporaneous water supply. In each year, the local storage account is reconciled with !he 
storage balance in ihe previous year by adding the increment in loc!j] storage to ihe excess 
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demand for water for each agency. Local storage levels increase smoothly over time in the model 
:for most agencies due to the projected increases in urban water demand. 

3.3. Water Prices 
Annual water prices and fue discount factor that. conveus annual vll!ues into present value are 
common across· all scenarios. The market rates used in 2007 are the current water rates listed by 
MWD ($427/AF for Tier 2 water, $238/AF for replenishment water), and a $13 surcharge is 
added to the replenishment rate to reflect the $251/AF charge currently paid by each agency for 
replenishment water procured through Watermaster. The price. of water transactions in the 
transfer market is taken in each period to be the price of replenishment water. 8 The MWD rate 
forecast through 2012 is taken ill! the mean offue high- and low-rate forecasts provided byMWD 
over this horizon. Recycled water rateS through 20ll are taken from IEUA projections provided 
in the 2007 IEUA Long-Run Plan ofFinance, with a 25 percent l!OI}-member surcharge incl]lded 
for recycled water deliveries O!ltside the IEUA service area {Juropa Community Services District 
and the City ofPomona). The price of desalter water for urban supply is taken to be the price cap 
specified insection 7.6d ofihe Peace Agreement, which is $375 in 2007. AU water rates outside 
the range of published forecasts are assumed to increase at a rate of 4,5 percent per year. The 
discount factor is also taken to be 4.5 percent. 

3.4. Demand 
Demand for Basin water for each agency is identical across all three scenarios. Agency-level 
demand for Basin watl;!" is calculated [rom data provided .in the relevant 2005 Urban Water 
Management Plans {UWMP) by .taking the projected denl.and (gross of conservation) eompiled 
by each agency and cortvl;!"ting this into a residual (Basin) demand component by netting out 
available supplies of surface water and other groundwater sources available to each agency.9 In 
the case of Pomana, residual demand for Basin water is taken to be net of Puente and Sjiac;lra 
Basin recycled water, which implicitly assumes that this water wotild be available to Pomona 
irrespective of whether hywarilic control is attained in chino Basin .. Residual Basin water 
demand is linearized for each agency to recover values in the intervening years between the 5· 
year intervals reported in each UWMP. Residual demand for Fontana Union Water Co., which 
has rights but serves no subscn"bers, is 2ero in all seenarios, as is residual demand facing San 
Antonio Water Co., which has available su:rface water aod other basin. groundwater supply in 
excess of demand. The combined residual demand for the remaining agencies in. the Basin is 
215,996 AF in 2007 and increases over tirile with population gt"owth projections to 337,246 AF 
in 2030. Among agencies with positive demand values, residual demand in 2007 ranges from a 
low of12,753 AF for Monte Vista Water Districtto a high of 49,552 AF _for the City of Ontario, 
and the residual water demand for .the City of Ontario and Cocamonga Valley Water District 
over the entire horizon is about double the residual water demand of Pomona, 2-3 times greater 
than the City of Chino, City of Chino Hills, and Juropa Community Services District, and 5-6 

8 The average water tnmsaction price in the .data provided in the Watennaster's 2006-2007 AssesSlnent Packet is 
$ i 77, whlch represents m:1 approldmate 30 percent discount below lhe current replenishment :rate of $251. This 
obsenred price discount below lhe expected transrer price accords 'with the "wet yenr" transfer price that would arise 
in a representative hydrologic year Jhat is 70 pe,t:ent wet and 30 pf$ellt drywben lhe '"d!y year" transfer price is 
$422, a valoe bounded by the prevailing Tier 2 price ofuntreated water of$427. , 
9 for IEUA members, th~:Se dam are talreu from the IEOA Urban Water Management Plan (2005), Tilble2·7, and, for 
Jurupa Community' Services District and the City of Pomona, these data are laken from the individual 2005 Urban 
Water Management Plans (2005) availilble on each agencies website. 
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times greater than the residual demand facing the City of Upland and Monte Vista Water 
District 

3.5. Desalter Production 
Desalter production is treated as equal across all scenarios. Implicitly, this views the level .and 
location of desalter activity to be determined by the requirements outlined by the Judgment. 10 

An alternative approach would be to construct a baseline scenario in which agencies provide 
their own salt removal infrastructure. One difference between this alternative. approach and the 
present one is. that, nnder baseline conditions with individual desalting O&M costs would be 
roughly the same, whereas the capital costs of building desalter facilities would be larger by the 
amount of funding that became available in the Basin through grants made possible by the Peace 
Agreement 

The projected desalter water for urban supply sets a schedule of delivery to three agencies 
considered in. the study (City of Chino, City of Chino Hills, and Jnrupa). The desalter water for 
urban supply rises from 15,230 AF to 38,088 AF over the period 2007-2030 among agencies in 
the study, with the remaining desalter supply being delivered to the City of Norco and the Santa 
Ana RiverWater Company. Each unit of desalter water supply, including deliveries to the City 
of Norco and the Santa Ana River Water COmpany, creates a replenishment obligation for 
producers in the Basin, and this obligation is divided among agencies according to the various 
rules encompassed by each of the three scenarios considered (as described below). 

3.6. Watermaster Asressments 
Although the assessment fees levied by Watermaster differ across the scenarios according to the 
total cost of the program elements embodied in each scenario, the rules in which assessments are 
distributed across individmil. agencies are common to all scenarios. Specifically, appropriative 
pool assessments are based on each agency's calcul.atfid share of actoal fiscal year production. 
Given that total production and the share of production by individual agencies encompas&es only 
a subset of total Basin production { e.g.,roughly 87 percent in 2007), this approach slightly over
estimate!; assessnient eosts in lil1 scenarios by attributing I ()O percent of the pr.ogram cost to the 
ten agencies included in the study. Because the assessment costs used under the Peace I and 
Peace II scenarios include the baseline c6sts, as well as significant additional program eosts, the 
over-allocation of assessment costs to individual l'lgencies in the study provides a conservative 
estimate of the total benefit generated nnder l'eace 1 and Peace II. The different eomponents of 
the assessment costs were decomposed into. progtam expenses from the 3-year assessment 
projectionsprovided by WatermasterY All cost components thereafter are assumed to increase 
at a rate of 4.5 percent. 

10 Projected desalter pf{lduction is taken from IEUA's UWMP (2005, Table 3-10 and Table 7-1}, and illcludes the 
desalter producJion of Chino L Chino I expansion, Chino ll, ami Desalter 3. The overall level of desalter activity, 
which grows to an ultimate production level of 43,000 AF by year 202.5, an amount slightly below the 50,457 AF 
desalter production levei1!Ilticipated by 2020 ill the bBMP: (Jmplementaiion Plan: Optimnl Basill Management 
Pl!lll for the Chino Basin, Table 3, p59: http://www.cbwm.org/dotsllegaldocs!Implementation _p!an.pdt:) 
11 Personal correopondence with WatellDliSter ~(August 7, 2007). 
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4. Baseline Scenario 

4.1. ]Jasin Supply 

In the bru;eline scenario, available Basin supply for each agency~ each year i~ comprised of the 
agency's .share of (i) safe operating yield, (ii) projected desalter water for mban supply, and (iii) 
the net agri.cultural pool transfer .. The safe pperating yield is allocated to illdividual agencies 
bru;ed on the share of safe operating yield in the Basm defined by the Judgment 

The projected desalter water fur urban supply is taken fur the bru;eline ..:ru;e (as well as for the 
remaining scenarios) from projections available in the IEUAUWMPY Desalter water for urban 
us.e is trea,ted in the model both as a sonrce of water supply ill the Basin and as a replenishment 
obligation, where the replenishment obligation associated with each uoit of desalter water supply 
is shared by agencies through the allocation of storage losses and replenishment ru;sessments by 
Watermaster, which are calculated fur the bru;eJine cru;e. according to each agencies pro rata share 
of safe operating yield up to the available recharge capacity in the Basin and by ill lieu recharge 
accotding to each agencies pro rata share of safe operating yield for any obligation above the 
available recharge capacity, · 

The :n:et agricultural transfer to each agency in each year is ca]colated by taking a straight-line 
projection of land-use conversions between 2006 conditions reported in the 2006-2007 
Watermaster Assessment Package, and assumed "full build-out conditions" in 2030 m which all 
acres ill the agricultural pool eligible for conversion are converted.13 For the baseline scenario, 
each converter is credited with 1.3 AF of Basin water for each acre converted, and the sum of 
water allocated to all lambuse conversions and agricultural pool production in each year is 
deducted from the agricultural pool safe yield of 82,800 AF to get the net agricoltural pool 
transfer t<J the appropriative pool in each year. 14 Among the ten largest members of the 
appropriative pool considered ill the study, the net agricultural traosfer increases from 46,265 AF 
to 71,3 77 AF over the 2007C2030 period, which accounts for approximately 92 percent of the 
total water tram;fer to the appropriative ppol in each year. 

Under bru;eli:n:e cooditions, there is a1so an issue of timing of the agricultnral pool tranSfer, with 
no early transfer of agricultural pool water being made to the appropriative pool prior to the 
Peace Agreement Under the Jud~eut, the agricuitnra1 pool allocation wru; dt:fined to be 
414,{)00 AF in every 5 years. This implies a4-year waiting period for the appropriative pool 
before aoy agricultural transfer takes place, followed by a large allocation of the cum11lative 
agricultural pool under-production in year 5, and an anoual stream of transfers thereafter based 
on a rolling horizon comprised of the previous 5 years agricoltural pool under-production. In the 

12 IEUA Urban Water Management Phm (2005), Tables 3-10 and 7-L 
13 Watermaster, FlScEli Year 2006,2007 Final Allsessment Package, Land Use COilversion SllilllDBI)I [p !0): 
httu://www.cbwm.org/docs/financdocs/Assessment"/o20Pncka!!0%20FY%202006-2007o/o20FinEli.pdf. VEliues ailer 
the conversion of all agricultural land eligible for convemon mt: based on Watennasler calculations (pernoDl!l 
coiili!llliilcation with Watermaster staff; July 12, 2007). 
" Under baseline conditions, 1.3 AF of water is Elilocated to the appropriative pool based on share of safe operating 
yield in the baseline B.cennrio. This value is not pan;ed OUt from the net agricultural tmnsfer that OCCUIB each yew:, 
because all water lrnnsfern between the agri_cultuml pool and the appropriallve pool are based on shares ofsafe · 
operating yield and an amonnt greater than 13 AFper acre is tnmsferred from the agricultuml pool to the 
appropriative p,ool in eath year. 
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baseline scenario, the agricultural pool transfer is calculated on an annual basis and timing lags 
in the d<:livety of water are suppressed. Differences in the actoal timing of the water have no 
implications for the baseline values in the study, because the rate of water price inflation is taken 
to be equal to the discount rate, so that delays in water delivery have no implications for the 
present vahie calculation. 

The sum of these components in each year gives Basin snpply for each agency. This represents 
the first step ofilie supply function depicted in Figure 1.15 In total, Basin supply among the ten 
largest agencies cqnsidered in the study rises from 116,044 AF to 164,014 AF ovet the 2007c 
2030 period, with the increase in supply generated through .land use conversions an.d increased 
desalter water for urban supply. (this latter source of water supply is matched by an associated 
increase in the desalter replenishment obligation, as discussed below.) 

4.2. Impart Demand 
Import demand for each agency in the Basin represents the amount of demand fucing each 
agency that cannot be met with available Baiin supplies [mcluding Slipplies which can be 
purchased from other Basin agencies in the transfer market). hnport demand fur each agency, 
which must be met through some combination of replenishment water purchases and imported 
water purchases for direct use, is the suni of three components: (i) excess demand for water; (ii) 
storage account adjustments; and (iii) water 'transfers. 

Excess demand for each agency in the Basin is calculated as residual demand less: the available 
Basin. supply. Excess demand for water is negative in each year for Fontana Union Water Co. 
and San Antonio Water Co., which implies that these agencies: sre water suppliers in the transfer 
market. In each. year, approximately 70 percent of the excess demand fur water in the Basin is 
derived from Cucrunonga Valley Water District and the City of Ontariq, which indicates a large 
water d;ejiland for Basin water among these agencies relative to their share of Basin supply. 

fu practice, the demand for water in dry years is 1Det. in part, by smoothing the additio1Jal water 
suppljes available in wet years !lCToss time through local storage. All discussed above, the model 
considers each year fu be a representative year (30 percent dry and 70 percent wet), so that the 
annual amount of water held in local Jltorage by eaGh agency is 5/7 of the annual excess demand 
that cannot be met with contemporaneous supply. Local storage in the model, which represents 
the combined total held in local storage and local supplemental storage accounts in a 
representative year, increases over the period 2007-2030 from 83,706 AF to 141,565 AF among 
agencies in the study, where the growth in local stomge over the period occurs in proportion to 
the 70 percent increase in excess demand fat Basin water as population increases in the region. 

Local storage aecouhts sre not conatructed for Fontana Union Water Co. and San Antonio Water 
Co., because these agencies have excess supply of water in each yesr above what is necessary to 
meet their urban water demands. In practice, these agencies may hold water in local storage to 
arbilrage expected differences in l:oinsfer prices betWeen wet and dry years, but such arbitrage 

15 Because.deslllter water is not a unique source or supply, nnaccounting adjustment is made later to backout 
desalter water supplies from Basin supply by creating an off-setting replenishment obligation for each unit of 
desalter wnterused for urban supply. 
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opportunities are suppressed :in the model, because variations :in annual water availability are 
smoothed in the model to a basis of a representative hydrologic year. 

In each year, a storage account adjusbnent is made for each agency by add:ing the incremental 
growth :in local storage from the previous year's value to the excess demand for water. The 
amount of Water held :in local storage adjusts upward each year to meet the growth in excess 
demand, and this need fur added storage to smooth :increas:ing volumes of water between wet and 
dry years is deducted from Contemporaneous water sup]Jly. 

After storage account adjuslments are made in each year, :individual excess demand and 
:individual excess supply conditions clear each year :in the transfer market. Excess. supply to be 
cleared in the transfer market :in each year is comprised of sales by Fontana Union Water Co. and 
San Antonio Water Co., and, to a lesser extent, by Juropa Community Services District 
beginning in 2021. Jm:upa CSD becomes a net supplier of water in the transfer market due to the 
relatively large purchases of desalter water for urban supply :in .the data provided in IEUA's 
UWMP (2005). Water transfers are allocated from these suppliers to individUal agencies with 
positive demand for transfer water in proportion to each agency's share of excess deinand 
relative to total excess demand for water in the Basin. The tot;al amount of water trlli;l.sacted :in the 
Bas:in rises from 12,677 AF to 20,401 AF over the 2007-2030 period, and the largest buyers of 
transfer water in each period are Cucamonga Valley Water District and the City of Ontario. 

4.3. Water Imports 
Water is imported into the Basin to meet the sum of import demand for direet use and desalter 
replenishment requirements. Imported water is taken as replenishment water in each period up to 
the limiton recharge capacity in the Basin (i.e., the second step of the water supply relationship 
in Figure 1), and the residual quantity of imported water that ClQJUot be met with replenishment 
water is taken a:s Tier 2 water imports. Under baseline conditions, the recharge capacity of the 
Basin is taken to be 29,000 AF per year, which represents the available spreading facilities 
discussed as pre-existing facilities in program e1ernent 2 of the OBMP.16 Given !he smoothing of 
production :into the basis ofrepresentative hydrologic years, this implies that baseline conditions 
in the Basin can accommodate 2.0,300 AF of recharge per year (0.7>~'29,000 AF). This recharge 
capacity defrnes the limit to which imported water in the Basin can be taken at the lower MWD 
replenishment rate. 17 

Imported replenishment water in the Basin must first be taken to meet the replenishment 
obligation of th!"l desalters. The desalter replenishment obligation under baseline conditions is 
desalter production fur urban suppl~ less a 2 peocent storage loss component deducted from 
individpal local storage accounts. 1 

· Under basel:ine conditions, the desalter replenishment 
obligation (net of the storage loss allocation) begins at 13,556 AF in 2007 and grows to 40,169 
AF per year in 2030. In the year 2010, the desalter replenishment obligation rises to 22,604 AF, 

1' Implomentation 1'Ian: Optimal Basin MIIDllgoment Plan for the Chino Basin, p 13; 
htip;l/Wwvl.cbwm.org/dm:s/legaldocs/Implementation_Pian.pdL 
17 The increase in Basin recharge capacity, as described in the 'Recharge Master Plan (WEI. Black and Veatch 2001: 
http://www.cbwm.org/docs/rechdocs/rechmasiplanpbase2replchapters/pdf7) is a major program element considered 
in the Pence Agreemen~ both· in Ienos of benefit and cost 
"Personal correspondence with Walem!BSler staf'L 
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an amount in excess of the 20,300 AF recharge capacity of the Basin in the baseline scenario, 
and the replenishment obligation remains above the recharge capacity for the remainder of the 
time b,orizon. Over the period 2007-2009, the amount of recharge capacity in eJ~;cess of the 
desalter replenishment requirement (e.g., 20,300 - 13,556 = 6,744 AF :in 2007) is allocated to 
individual agencies in proportion to each agency's share of imported water demand.relative to 
total imPorted water demand in the Basin. Over the period 2010-2030, the desalter replenishment 
obligation exceeds the recharge capacity of the Basin, aud the remaining desalter replenishment 
obligation ;Wove 20,300 AF is met. through, in lieu production by individual agencies in the 
Basin. In the baseline .scenario, the desalter replenishment obligation, both the portion met with 
replenishment water purchases and the portion taken as in lieu production, is met by individual 
agencies according to each agency's pro rata share of safe operating yield. 19 

Aggregate supply and demand are cleared each year on the third step of supply by reconciling 
effective Basin water supply (Basin supply plus Basin recharge) with import demand through, 
purchases of Tier 2 water from MWD. Tier 2 MWD water purchases are allocated to individual 
agencies based on the share of each ageney's imported water demand relative to total imported 
water demand in the Basin. Under baseline conditions, the total purchases of Tier 2 water among 
agencies in the Basin rises froni 97,766 AF in 2007 to 200,097 AF in 2030, with the combined 
purchase share of Cucamonga Valley Water District and the City of Ontario-the two largest 
purchasers of imported water-'fepresentlng between 62 percent and 73 percent of total Tier 2 
water purchases in each year. 

4.4. Water Procurement Costs 

The total cost of water procurement to individual agencies is the sum of five components: (i) Tier 
2 waterporchases; {ii) transfer water purchases; (iii) desalter. water purchases for urban supply; 
(iv) desaJterreplen:ishment costs; and (v) Watermaster general as~essments on the appropriative 
pool. Water procurement costs associated with Ba5in production also exist, but thes(l costs exist 
in all scenarios and consequently net out of the comparison of the variorts. program net benefits. 

For the purpose of allocating Watermaster assessments, Tier 2 water purchases are asslimed to 
occur outside the framework of the cooperative organization. That is, the actual production level 
of each agency, as recorded by the Watermaster each fiscal year for the basis of assessments, 
does not include any production demands that an individual agency meets through, Tier 2 
purchases acqnir:ed ;froro MWD. For this reason, a separate accounting calculation is made for 
actual production to recover the aJlocation of Watermaster assessment costs to individual 
agencies in each period. Actual production for each agency is residual demaud for Basin water 
less Tier 2 W!lter purchases less storage losses and adjustments to the storage account balance. 

Watermaster replenishment assessments. are levied to recover desalter replenishment costs (for 
units up to the 20,300AF recharge capacity of the Basin) through, replenishment water purchased 
from MWD each year, These costs are allocated to individual agencies according to each 
agencies pro rata share of safe operating yield. 

Waterrnaster general assessments are levied under baseline conditions to cover the cost of 
administrative costs, excl1lsive of the OBMP costs. and the special project costs that pertain to 

' 9 Personal (:Drrespondeilce with Watennl!Ster staff(Augtist 29, 2007). 
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Peace I and Peace- II. hi 2.007, these costs accchmt for $816 thousand of the projected $7.87 
million costs to he levied for g<;neral assessments under prevailing Peace conditions. Under 
baseline conditions, moreover, only the appropriative pool share of general assessment costs is 
paid by the appropriative pool, which amounts to $62.4 thousand of the $816 thousand 
administrative costs in 2.007, with the remaining share of costs paid by the overlying agricultural 
and non-agricultural pools. The costs attributed to the appropriative pool ar«:~ allocatecj across to 
individual agencies according to each agency's share of actual procluction relative to total Basin 
production. 

4.5. Summary of Baseline Outcomes 

Table 1 provides a breakdown of the projected outcome for the eight largest producers tmder 
baseline conditions in the year 2015. Total urban water demand for these producers is 2.93,214 
AF in 2015. Total residual demand, which is the di:fferencebetween urban water demand and the 
Basin supply available to each agency, is273,4jO AF. Available Basin water supply, the sum of 
the shares of safe operating yield, net agricultural transfer (inclusive of land-use conversions), 
and desalter water for urban supply, is 12~ ,5 54 AF in the year 2.015. The total water transfers of 
13,089 AF reflect sales by :Fontana Union Water Company and San Antonio Water Comparty to 
the remaining producers enco:tnpassed by the study. The net storage acquisition of 1,022 AF 
reflecl:!r the change in the local storage balance between the year 2014 (1 06,032 AF) and the year 
;2.015 (107,054 AF). This increment in the water held.in local storage, which must be met by in 
lieu production by agencies, adds to residual demand for water in ilui Basin; and the difference 
between this term and the sum of available Basin water supply and water purchases in lhe 
transfer market results in a combined import demand among producl':fs of 137,809AF. 

Total desalter production in the year 2015 is 34,122 AF, which exceeds the available recharge 
<:apacity of the Basin, so that imported water demand is mel: entirely with ':{'ier 2 water 
purchases?0 Actual production among these eight agencies (123,250 AF) is the difference 
between residual demand for Basin water, Tier 2 purchases from MWJ), in lieu recharge taken to 
meet the desalter repleoishment obligation,. s~rage losses (2% ofloeal storage = 2,141 AF), and 
the net storage acquisition. Watermaster administrative assessments are in 2015 are $1.2 million, 
of which $957 thousand is paid by agencies .in the appropriative pooL 

:in An additional3,~05 ~ of des!!lter water production is projected for the Santa Ana River Water Company and 
City ofNorco, who are not considered in this study. 
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Table 1: Year 2015 Outcome Under the Baseline S.cennrlo 

Appropriator 
Component Chino Chino Hills Ontario Upland Cucamonga Monte Vista Jurupa 
Urban Water Demand 26,200 24,700 66,600 22,500 
Available Surface Water 0 0 0 5,200 
Available Other Groundwater 0 0 0 3,800 
ResidualDemand 26,:200 24,700 66,600 13,500 
Safe Operating Yield 4,034 2,111 11,3.74 2,852 
Net Ag Transfer 8,916 2,398 8,660 1,875 
Desalter Water Supply 5,000 4,200 5,000 0 
Available S11pply 17,950 8,709 25,033 4,727 
Net Storage 487 280 717 -122 
Transfers 758 1,411 3,668 750 
Import Demand 7.979 14,860 38,616 7,901 
Local Storage 5,893 11,422 29,690 6,266 
Tier 2 Purchases 7,979 14,860 38,616 7,901 
Actual Production 17,512 9,328 25,067 4,589 
Watermaster Assessments $97 $52 $139 $26 
Notell: 

1. All figures in acre-feet except Watermaster assessments, 
2. Watermaster assessments are expressed in real terms (l,OOOs of2007$.) 
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72,500 
3,000 
5,400 

64,100 
3,619 
2,980 

0 
6,600 
1,039 
5,078 

53,461 
41,072 
53,461 

9,889 
$55 

14,100 36,350 
0 500 
0 0 

14,100 35,850 
4,824 2,061 
3,228 12,840 

0 19,922 
8,052 33,896 

108 -1,653 
534 26 

5,622 275 
4,320 1,396 
5,622 275 
7,210 33,343 

$40 $185 

Pomona Total 
30,264 293,214 

0 8,700 
1,884 11,084 

28,380 273,430 
11,210 42,092 
7,371 48,268 

0 34,122 
18,i87 123,554 

166 1,022 
864 13,089 

9,095 137,809 
6,995 107,054 
9,095 137,809 

16,312 123,250 
$91 $685 
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5. Peace I Scenario 
The Peace Agreement introduced vari()Us program elements in the Basin that were not present 
nnder baseline conditions. The main components of the Peace Agreement considered here that 
altered net benefits in the Basin are: (i) an increase in Basin recharge capacity from 19;000 AF to 
134,000 AF; (ii) a change in the rules for land use conversion; (iii) transfer of agricultnral pool 
assessments to the appropriative pool; (iv) the introduction of a storagec and tecdvery pr()gram; 
(v) an increase in stormwaterrecovery from 5,000 AF per year to 12,000 AF per year; and (v) 
the ]'omona credit This section descn'bes the changes that occurred through these program 
elements to alter net benefits received by individual agen<:ies in relation to the earlier discussion 
of the baseline outcome detailed above. 

5.1. Basin Supply 
Under .the set of Basin progtmns encompassed by the Peace Agreement, three factors led to 
changes in available Basin supply: {i) increased stormwater capture; (ii) a change in the water 
allocation resulting from land use conversions (including "early tranSfer"); and (iii) the 
introduction of the Dry Year Yield program for storage and recovery through MWD. The 
increased stormwater captore is represented by an annual increase in Basin supply by 12,000 AF 
of''new yield" in exchange for tying up 12,000 AF of recharge capacity, 

The net agricultural transfer to each agency under Peace conditions increased the teturn to each 
converter from L3 AF of Basin water for each acre converted to 2.0 AF of Basin water for each 
acre converted. An early transfer program of 32,800 AF per year to the appropriative pool was 
also introduced, which ultimately led to an over-allocation of 11gricultnral pool water to the 
appropriative pool 21 The net agricultural pool allocation to individual agencies replicates !he 
Watermaster calculation in each year, given the projected pattern of Iand use convef!lion 
calculated through 2030. The agricultmal p()ol transfer provides a credit of 2.0 AF per acre for 
all land-use conversions takiog place after the sigoing of the Peace Agreement and credits earlier 
conversions at the L3 AF per acre rate and the early transfer to members of the appropriative 
pool is based on each agency's share of s!lfe operating yield. Because the sum of these two 
components and the projected agricultural pool prod)lcfion level after land-use conversions .have 
been made exceeds the 82,800 AF of available agriculrural pori! water in every year, each agency 
is charged a replenishment obligation fur the amount of over-allocated agricultural pool vtaterio 
proportion to each agency's share of safe operating yi(:ld. This is equivalent to deducting the 
over-allocation of agricultmal pool water from the 32,800 AF early transfer after land use 
conversions take place and dividing this residual ainount of water (e.g., 32,800- 4,270= 28,530 
AF in Fiscal Year 2006-2007) pro rata among members of the appmpriative pooL 

In total, the_net agricultural pool transfer to the appropriative pool is the same under baseline aod 
Peace rules (49,831 AF in 2007 and 76,909 AF in 2030). Among appropriators considered in the 

21 Watermaster, Fiscal Year 2006-2007 Firuil Assessment Package, Land Use Conversion S1liiiil1aly (plO): 
htto://www.chwm.om/docs/financdoos/Assessment"t..20Package%20fY%202006-2007%20Final.pd£: In fue Fiscal 
Year 2006-2007 Final Assessment Package provided by fue Watermaster, the amount of over-allocation was 4,270 
AF {3,893AF ofwhich is incurred as a replenishment obligation to agencies encompassed byfue study), and the 
model projects thls total to increase through fue process of future land nse conversionS to 5,127 AF in 2030 (4,674 
AF of which is incurred as ilreplenishmcntobligation to ~~gencies encompassed by the study). 
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study, which encompass 91.2 percent of safe operating yield but 100 percent of land use 
conversions, tile change in land-Use conversion rules under the Peace Agreement provides a 
slightly larger net agricultural transfer among agencies .considered than under baseline conditions 
(e.g., 71,673 AF .after all conversions take place compared to 71,377 AF under baseline rules). 
The outcome for individual agencies Under the Peace rules for net agricultural pool transfer 
relative to the baseline scenario is disoussed later. 

The DYY storage and teeovery program alters the allocation of Basin water supply by allowing 
individual ageocies to purchase water from MWD in wet years and store it for use in subsequent 
dry years. The effective rate paid to MWD for DYY water inputs, net of subsidies paid to the 
participating agencies, is approximately equal to the current replenishment rate,22 and tile annual 
MWD replenisbment rate is used in each period to price DYY water inputs to individual 
producers. The present analysis considers the value of the currently-approved 150,000 AF 
storage and recovery program.23 Although further expansion beyond this level has been 
discussed, the study does nol consider the potential expansion of this program to 500,000 AF nor 
the possibility for sales of this water to take place outside the Basin. The increase in the DYY 
program from 100,000 AF to 150,000 AF is assumed to take place.immediately in the year 2007. 
To adjust the implied pattern. of put& and takes of a 150,000 AF storage a!ld recovery program to 
the smooth production horizon of a. representative hydrologic year, we assume that water 
production in the DYY progran1 is limited to 50,000 AF in each dry year. Given a 0.3 probability 
of a dry year, this implies a!l average of 15,000 AF of water is made available in the Basin each 
year through the DYY program. The distribution of the DYY program storage across individual 
agencies is given by the table ofDYY shift obligations provided byiEUA for the c:ur:rent.DYY-
100 program, and these values are scaled upwards proportionately to 150,000 AF.24 It is 
assumed that there.is no storage loss for units of water placed in stotage.25 In effect, this implies 
that participating agencies in the DYY program purchase 15,000 AF of water in a representative 
hydrologic year at MWD repleoishment rates and covert this amount into 15,000 AF of r.eliable 
Basin supply tbrou&IJ the use of existing recharge facilities. 

Amon~ the ten largest agencies considered in the study, Basin supply under Peace conditions 
rises from 137,416 AF in 2007 to 185,692 AF in 2030. This reflect& an approximate inc.:rease of 
26,000 AF per year relative to baseline conditions (under baseline conditions, Basin supply is 
111,486 AF in 2007 and 159,496 AF in 2030), and the source of the additional Basin sopply 
under lhe Peace Agreement amount& to the roughly 11 ,OQO AF increased stormwater yield· (the 
share of the 12,000 AF "new yield" acqoired by the ten largest agencies) plus the 15,000 AF 
recovery ofDYY storage water. 

5.2. Import Demand 

Import deinand for each agency in the Basin. is calculated in the same manner as the baseline 
case. As noted above, this involv~ deducting Basin sop ply from the Basin water denJ.and facing 
each agency to get excess demand, correcting excess demand to account for the dynamic 
adjhstmeut& that occur in local storage account&, .and then reconciling excess supply and excess 

:a. Pe!SOnal coiDillUllication withiEUAs!Bff. 
23 Personal communication witlt Watermaster statf. 
24 IEUA Urban Wa!erMBilllgement Plan (2005), Tab1e 6-5. 
25 Personal correspondence wifu Watennaster ErtBiL 
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demand among individual agencies in the Basin ihrougll water transactions in the. transfer 
market. 

Two n:uljor cbanges occur under Peace in the resulting evaluation. of import demand. First, 
import demandis now lower each year than under baseline conditions by the approximate 26,000 
AF of addition:al Basin supply that is available each year. This ultimately defrays Tier 2 water 
purchases as the supply-side of the model is built upwards to the third step of supply. Second, the 
amount of water held in the local storage accoUiit of individual agencies: (if!treaseS, fot instance 
by 17,769 AF in 2007 (83,706 AF in the b3.!leline versus 65,937 AF under Peace,) Much of tlris 
difference in .local storage balances is the result of participation in the DYY program crowding
out storage activities thai would otherwise take place in local storage accounts. 

5.3. Waterimports 
As in the baseline. case, annual water iroports milst floW into the Basin to meet the sum of import 
demand and replenishment requirements, where the Basin replenishment requirements now 
include 12,000 AF of stonnwater recharge and 15,000 AF of replenishment water purchases for 
the DYY program in addition to the desalter replenishment obligation. Imported replenishment 
water represents the second step of the water supply relationship in Figure 2, and this step is 
elongated under Peace by the increase in Basin recharge capacity to 134,000 AF. Given the 
smoothing of production, tlris .implies that Basin recharge capacity is 93,800 AF per year 
(0.7*134,000 AF) in a representative hydrologic year. Of this amount, 27,000 AF per year of 
recharge eapacity is now used to acconnodate the .combined requirements of stonnwater 
recharge and DYY program recharge, and a substantial share of the remaining recharge capacity 
is used to fulfill the replenishment obligation of the desalters. The desalter. replenishment 
obligation in each year is defined .in the same manner as in tbe baseline scenario to be desalter 
production less storage losses of2 percent deducted from the local storage accounts of producers 
in the Basin.26 

Under Peace conditions the need for imported Tier 2 wafer is smaller than tinder the baseline. 
Three main effec:;ts .drive this change: (i) the recharge capacity of the Basin can now 
acconnodate the entire desalter replenishment obligation each year without requiring agencies 
to engage .in in-lieu recharge; (ii) the amount of annual Basin over-pto.duction that can. be 
sustained in the Basin is larger by the amount of the increase in recharge capacity; and (iii) the 
reduction in local storage reduces the allocation of Basin storage losses to the desalter: The first 
two compbnents produce direct value to agencies ou the extensive margin of supply by defraying 
Tier 2 pmcbases (as depicted in Figure 2). The 1hird component, the change in the designation of 
storage losses against the replenishment obligation of the desalters, creates no economic benefit 
tb the Basin and is purely redistributional in its effects, because the change in the designation of 
storage losses does not alter the physical recharge capacity of the Basin. An individual agency 
that incors a one~ unit storage loss gives up a unit of water from loeal storage, and the value of 
this unit of water is distributed back to other agencies in the form of a credit against the desalter 
replenishment obligation. 

26 Peace Agreement, Article 5.2b(xii). 
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Under Peace conditiqns, the amount of replenishment water that is purchased from MWD in 
each representative hydrologic year is 81,800 AF (93,800 AF of recharge capacity less the 
12,000 AF stormwater recharge). This 81,800 AF of repleoishmenf:water, which is purchased at 
MWD replenishment rates, is allocated fust to meet the 15,000 AF per year replenishment water 
requirement for DYY participants and to meet the replenishment obligation of the desalter, with 
lhe remaining recharge capacity in eaqh year 3llocated among individual agencies according to 
each agency's imported water demand relative to total imported water demand in the Basin. 

AS in fue baseline scenario, hnpurted water demand in exceSs of the recharge capacity of the 
Basin is cleared each year in the Peace I scenario on the lhird step of supply .through purchases of 
Tier 2 water from MWD. Tier 2 MWD waborpurchases, as in the baseline case, are Bllocated to 
individual agencies based on the share of each agency's imported water demand relative to total 
imported water rlemand in the Bl!Sin. 

Under peace conditions, the total purchases of Tier 2 water am(mg agencies in the Basin rise 
from25,692 AF in 2007 to 127,710 AF in 2.030, a decline of approximately 72,000 AF per year 
relative to the base11ne scenario. This decline in Tier 2 water purchases is approxl:mately equal to 
the increase in recharge capacity under the Peace Agreement and represents a replacement of 
Tier 2 water purchases with replenishment water purchases at the lower MWD rate in each year. 
Cucamonga V Blley Water District and the City of Ontario, the two largest buyers of imported 
water in both the baseline and Peace I, receive the largest share of the net benefit of this offset in 
Tier 2 water, becaUse oflheirdisproportionaterepresentation on lhe extensive margin of supply. 

5.4.. Water Procurement Casts 

Tbe total east of water proclirement to individual agencies is the sum of eight components: (i) 
Tier 2 water purchases; (ii) transfer water purchases; (iii) d.esalter water purchases for urban 
supply; {iv) replenishment water purchases; (v) desalter replenishment costs; ('Vi) Wabormaster 
general assessments on the appropriative pool; (vii) W atermastet general assessments on the 
agricultural pool paid by the appropriative pool; and (viii} the l'OIDona credit The first three 
components of water procurement east are calculated in the same manner as in the baselioe case, 
with the excention that the total quantities of Tier 2 purchases and transactions in the transfer 
market differ.17 

Desalter replenishment costs are recovered through W atermaster replenishment assessments in 
an amount eqwll to the cost of repler$hment water purchased :lium MWD to meet the 
replenishment obligation of the desalters each year. As io the baseline case, these costs are 
allocated to individwll agencies according to each agencies pro rata share of safe operating 
yield28 

Repleoishmeot water purchaSes Bllqcated tq individUJJl agencies related to the DYY program are 
levied back on individual agencies in proportion to their storage claims in the program, as 
detailed above. Any remaining recharge capacity in excess of the amount needed to fulfill DYY 

"' Clnmges in the pattern ofTier2 water ptucln!ses and water transfers that occur across scenarios and over time 
within each scetmrio can have equilibrium effects on market prices; however, price changes in these markets are not 
coru;idered in the scope of the present study. 
211 Penional correspondtnce with Watemmster staff(Angust 29. 2007). 
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contributions and the replenishment obligation of the desalters and DYY is allocated in each year 
to individual agencies according to each 11gency' s imported water demand 1=elative to total 
frnported water demand in the Basin. 

The total costs recovered through Waterroaster general assessments for the pro~ elements in 
the Peace I scenario include OBMP assessments, special project assessments, and recharge debt 
payments. The additional OBMl' and special project assessments in the Peace I scenario amount 
to a total $7.05 million out of tbe $7.87 million (90 percent) in total Waterroaster expenses in 
2007, and these additional costs of implernentiog the program elements in the Peace I scenario 
rise to $13.8 million in 2030. As in the baseline scenario, the ai!ocation of all appropriative pool 
general assessments to individual agencies is made based on each agency's share of safe 
operating yield in the Basin. 

The Peace Agreement negotialed the transfer of all general assessment fees from the agricultural 
pool to the appropriative pool. The total assessment fees paid by the agricultural pool, which are 
now assumed by members of the appropriative pool, amount to $1.1 million in 2007 and decline 
to $460 thousand in 2030 due to land use conversions that tesult in a decline in agricultural water 
use as a sbare of total Basin safe yield. 'In total, the general assessments paid by the appropriative 
pool inclusive of the transfer of agricultural pool assessments increase. ten~fold from $624 
thousand in the baseline scenario to $6.3 million under Peace ponditions in 2007 and the - ' ' -

assessment costs in the Peace I scenario remain at least 7 times as large as the costs attributable 
to baseline conditions .in the Basin throughout the production horizon. The agricultural pool 
share of Watermaster assessment fees is ].Jaid by individual agencies in tl!e appropriative pool 
according to the agency's share of the net agricultural transfer in each year. 29 

· 

Finally, the Pomona credit of$66,667peryear is paid every year by e!lCh agency in proportion to 
the agency's share IJf safe operating yield, 

5.5. Comparison of Baseline and Peace Agreement Outcomes 

Under the terms of the Peace Agreement, the present value of .the net benefit of the program 
elen;1ents for the ten agencies encompassed by the study is $182 million. The main component 
associated with this increased net benefit is the displacement of Tier 2 water with new Basin 
yield and replenishment water. Under baseline conditions, the present value of total Tier 2 water 
purchases over the 2007-2030 period is $1.53 billion, whereas, JJDder Peace conditions, the 
present value of Tier 2 water purchase over tbe period decreases to $931 million. This decrease 
in Tier 2 water 1lnder Peace conditions was replaced w!th replenishment water at the lower 
MWD rate, and the combined cost of imported water in the Peace I scenario deereased by $310 
million in present Value. terms (from $2.06 billion under baseline conditions to $1.75 billion 
under Peace conditions). This benefit was ru;quired at the expense of an increase in the present 
valueofassessmentrosts from $16.7 million to $146 million. 

"For details on tbi5 calculation and the distribution of general appropriative poolassessmenls based on pro rain 
share of safe operating yield, see Watennaster, Fiscal Year 2006-2007 Final Assessmeot Package, Pool3 
Assessments Summary{p5): httn:l/www_cbmonddocs/financdocs/Assessmerit"lo20Pa<:kage'%20FYo/o202006-
2007%20Final.pdf. 
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Table 2 provides a brelJkdown o.fthe projected outcomes under Peace conditions in the year 2015 
for the eight largest producers in the stody. A comparison of these outcomes with those that 
emerge under baseline cOnditions in Table l provides a useful profile of the essootial differences 
in Basin performance under each ~cenario, Residual demand for Basin water is identical in each 
scenario, This quantity corresponds to the value Q* in Figure 1. The safe operating yield of the 
agencies cOnsidered is the same in both cases,. as is desalter water for urban supply. The net 
agricoltoral pool allocation to the appropriative pool is slightly higher under Peace (48,848 AF 
relative to 48,268 AF under baseline rules). This is because the agencies considered in the stody 
represent 91 percoot of Basin production and nearly 100 percent of the land )llle conversions, 
which are credited. with a larger water allocation under Peace. Available Basin supply in the 
Peace I scenario is accordingly higher by the sum of this component and the 15,000 AF of supply 
available to agencies through the Dyy program, which leads to a commensurate reduction in 
imported water demand. 

The leveloflocal storage is lower under Peace by approximately the 15,000 AF of storage that is 
now accounted for in the DYY program. Replenishment purchiDie5 are now possible due to the 
increase in Basin recharge ca!lacity, and the agencies combine to purchase 31,533 AF of 
replenisbmoot water in the year 2015. 

In total, Tier 2 water use falls from 137,809 AF under baseline conditions (inclusive of the 
purchases required by in lieu recharge) to 82,658 AF under Peace conditions. This decrease in 
Tier 2 water imports reflects the displacement of Tier 2 water purchases through a combination 
of new Basin yield and increased replenishment water purchaseS made possible by the expansion 
ofBasin recharge caiJacity. 

Actual production among these eight agencies is higher in the Peace I scenario by 36,!)53 AF in 
the year 2015 (i60,203 AF vs. 123,250 AF in the baseline scenario). This increment in Basin 
production represents the effective increase in Basin recharge capacity available. to these 
producers after accounting for the combined 27,000 AF of recharge capacity utilized by 
stormwater and DYY program recharge. 
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Table :Z: Yenr 201S Outcome Under Pence I Scenario 

Appropriator 
Comronent Chino Chino Hills Ontario Urland ·Cucamonga Monte Vista Jurura Pomona Total 
Urban Water Demand 26,200 24;700 66,600 22,500. n;soo 14,100 36,350 30,264 293,214 
Available Surface Water 0 0 0 5,200 3,000 0 500 0 8,700 
Available Other Groundwater 0 0 o. 3,800 5,400 0 0 1,884 11,084 
Residual Demand 26,200 24,700 66,600 13,500 64,100 14.100 35,850 28,380 273,430 
Safe Operating Yield 4,034 2,111 11,374 2,852 3,619 4,824 2,061 11,216 42,092 
New Yield 883 462 2,489 624 792 2,455 451 2,489 10,645 
Net Ag Transfer 10,558 2,173 7,210 1,467 2,460 2,553 16,658 5,769 48,848 
DeSalter Water Supply 5,000 4,200 5,000 0 0 0 19,922 0 34,122 
Storage & Recovery 527 658 3,671 1,364 5,160 1,801 909 909 15,000 
Available Supply ZI.OOJ 9,604 29,744 6,308 12,032 10,234 !39.074 20,349 148,346 
Net Storage 428 288 77.1 -107 1,058 133 0 225 2,797 
Transfers 726 1,985 4,854 914 6;854 5.16 -3,224 1,065 13,690 
lmporlDemalld 4,901 13,399 32,773 6,171 46,272 3,483 0 7,192 114,191 
Local Storage 3,713 10,71!3 26,326 5,137 37,191 2,761 0 5,737 91,649 
Replenishment Purchases 1,353 3,700 9,050 1,704 12,778 962 0 1,986 31,533 
Tier 2 Purchases 3,548 9,699 23,723 4,467 33,494 2,521 0 5,206 82,658 
Actual Production 21,653 11,373 34,071 7,119 18,142 10,695 35,850 21,299 160,203 
Watermaster Assessments $849 $401 $1,258 $2.67 $629 $411 $1,353 $795 $5,963 
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Figure J compares the benefit received by each agency from: reduced water procurement costs to 
the increase in assessment cost that result from the implementation of the program elements in 
the Peace I scenario. The assessment costs associatt;d With implementing the program elements 
considereil in. the Pe;~ce J scenario are represented by an overall increase from $i6.7million to 
$146 million in present value terms. The program benefits in pres.ent value tertns in the Peace ll 
scenario are reflected in the decrease in water procurement costs from $2.1 billion under baseline 
conditions to $'1.8 billion in the Peace I scenario. 

Ill tertns of the total benefit, two agencies, City of Ontario and Cucamonga Valley Water 
District, receive tht: largest share of the benefits resulting ihnn the Peace I program elements, 
while the assessment costs are distributed more equally among producers. ln total, the City of 
Ontario and Cucamonga Valley Water District togefuer receive 46 percent of the ])enefit of 
decreased water procm::ement costs and incur 32 percent of the increase in assessment costs. An 
important reason 1hese agencies receive a large share of the net benefit from the ;~gTeements is 
due to a scale effect inthe annual level of residual demand for Basin water; for instance in 2015 
these two agencies combined accorint for 48 percent of residual demand for Basin water 
(130,700 AF out of273,430 AF). 

Baseline vs. Pence I Benefit-Cost Comparison 

$80,000-.-------------------------------, 

S70,000 +--~-----

S20,000 
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Chino CbioD !Tills Ootorio Pom·ana 
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Figure 1 
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Distribution ofN et Benefit, Peace I vs. Baseline (Si/per AF) 

j)Omo~ Sll.10 

Monte Vistti.. S20.I3 
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Upland, Sl7.46 

Figure 2 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of net benefits per acre-foot of residual water demand across 
individual agencies in the Basin resulting from the program elements in the Peace I scenario. 
Fontana Union Water Company and San Antonio Water Company are not included in these 
ealculations, because the available surfac(l water and other groundwater supplies for these 
agencies exce.ed their total demand- Controlling for agency scale on the basis of residual demand 
for Basin water among the teriJ.aining producers, the net benefit resulting from the combined 
program elements in the Peace II Agreement is grouped between $11.1 0/ M for the C:rty of 
Pbmonato $32.92/AF for Cucamonga Valley Water Districl Overall, the present value of the net 
benefit to all parties over the 24 year horizon resulting from a move from baseline conditions to 
Peace conditions is $182 million and the total residual demand for water over this period is 6.9 
million AF, which implies an average return of $19.84 per acre-foot to the agencies encompassed 
by the study. 

6. Peace II Scenario 

The Peace II scenario introduces several major program elements in the Basin that build on the 
eristing conditions under Peace. The main components of the Peace II scenario that alter market 
values in the Basin relative to the Peace I scenario are: (i) hydraulic control, which provides 
400,000 AF of cumulative forgiveness and SAR inflow of 9,900 AF per year in the Basin; (ii) 
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the production of recycled water; (iii) a change in the allocation of the replenishment obligation 
associated with over-production in the agricultural pool transfer; (iv) a transfer of overlying none 
agricultural pool water to the appropriative pool; md {v) a transfer of the Pomona eredit from 
Basin agency to Three Valleys. This section describes the changes that occurred through these 
program elements to alter net benefits received by individual agencies in relation to the earlier 
discussion of the existing program elements in Peace Agreement. 

6J. Basin Szpp/y 
Under the set of programs encompassed by the Peace II Agreement, five factors led to changes in 
available Basin supply relative to prevailing conditions under Peace: (i) a change in the water 
allocation resulting from land use conversions; (ii) the influx of recyCled water (for direct use 
and groundwater :recharge), (iii) the transfer of 49,178 AF of overlying non-agricultural water 'to 
the appropriative pool; (iv) 9,900 AF per year of inflow from the Santa Ana River (SAR), 
eventually rising to 12,500 AF per year; and (v) 400,000 AF ofcnmulative forgiveness for Basin 
over-production. Unlike the program elements implemented in the Peace T scenario, all elements 
of the Peace II scenario (with the exception of the transfer of the Pomona credit to Three 
Valleys) fundamentally alter supply conditions on the lowest step of the supply relationship by 
contributing new sources ofBasin yield. 

The net agricultural transfer to each agency in the Peace II $Cenario maintains the retnrn to each 
converter of 2.0 AF of Basin water fur each acre converted and the early transfer of 32,800 AF 
per year to the. appropriative pool, but alters the allocation rule for the replenishment obligation 
for the amount of over-allocated agricultural pool water. Under Peace II rules, the replenishnient 
obligation for over-allocated agricultural pool water is made on the basis of a weighted average 
of the share of safe operating yield and share ofcumnlative land-use conversions for each agency 
(the ''proportion of water available for reallocation (PAR)'') rather than .in prbportion to each 
agency's share of safe operating yield in the Peace I scenario. By placing greater weight on land 
use conversions, a greater share of the replenishment obligation for over-allocated agricultural 
pool water is placed on land-use converters; For instance~ the combined share of safe operating 
yield ofthe.two largest land-use converters in the Basin-Cify of Chino and Jurnpa Community 
Services District-is approximately I 0 percent, whereas the combined PAR share of these 
agencies in Fiscal Year 2006-2007 is 3& pi:rcent30 

The use of significant quantities of recycled water is made possible in the Basin by the 
attainment of hydraulic controlY Recycled water projections for direct use in the Basin increase 
from 11,924 AF in 2007 to 60,450 AF in 2030 and recycled water use for groundwater recharge 
rises over the period from 3,443 AF to 35,000 AF.32

• 
33 The recycled water _price charged by 

,. Waletmaster; FiBcal Year 2006-2007 Finn! Asse:s.."lllent Package, Land Use Conversion Summary (plO): 
http://wV;w.cbwm.or!!ldocs/financdocs/Assessment'/o20Packa•e%20FY%202006·2D07o/..20Finnl.pdf.. 
" Personal correspondence with lEUA stafE 
» Projectionsun.recycled WBter deliveries for drrect use)!Ild on totBI recycled water for groundwater recharge iB 
provided for lEU A members in IEUA Uiban Water MaiiRgement Plan (2005), Table 3-13. The projections on 
recycled water deliveries for ilirectuseto non-lEU A members as well as the ilistn'bntion of recycled water deliveries 
for groundwater recharge across inilividual agencies are based on pernorml coliJlllUllicl!lion with!EUA staff(July 11, 
2007). 
33 In no case does !he amount of recycled water used fur reebarge exceed the DRS-approved dilution rates. 
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IEUA for recycled water deliveries in each period. is viewed as sufficient to recover the fully 
amortized capital and operating costs of their recycled water operations.34 

The amonnt of transfer of overlyiog non-agricoltural water to the appropriative pool is taken to 
be 4~,178 AF, which is the ending total balance in the pool 2 local storage acconnt in the 
Watermaster £nal assessment package for fiscal year 2006·2007?5 Tbis amount ofwater is 
allo;;ated propmi:ionally in four equal installments OVeJ; the four-year period 2007-2010 to 
agencies ·in the appropriative pool according to their share of safe operating yield, and the price 
in each period is set at 92 percent of'theprevailing MWih;eplenishment rate.36 · 

Finally, in meeting the goal of hydraulic eontrol in .the Peace IT sceorujo, two sources o;f water 
are created: (i) the Santa Ana River (SAR) inflow is calculated to generate 9,900 AF of new 
Basin yield each year, eventually rising to 12,500 AF per year; · and (ii) 400,000 AF of 
cumulative overdraft is .necessary in the Basin over thepeJ;iod 2007•2030.37 Both the 9,900 AF 
per year of SAR inflow and the allocation of the 400,000 AF of cumulative forgiveness are 
allocated to meet the replenishment obligation of the desalters. The dynmnic path of forgiveness 
for the desalter obligation follows the mostcrapid .depletion path defined by the aggregate stndy, 
which assumes that the Basin overdraft occUrs to whatever extent is necessary to meet the 
replenishment obligation of the desalters (net of storage losses and SAR inflow). Under the 
most-rapid depletion path, hydraulic control is achieved on the cumulative overdraft of 400,000 
AF from the Basin in the year 2024, which raises the SAR inflow from 9,900 AF to 12,500 AF 
over the remaining period 2025~2030. · 

6.2. ImportDemand 
The demand for imported water for each agency in the Basin is caiculated in the same man;ner as 
in the ]>eace scenario. In terms of the resulting values, the influx of new Basin water supply in 
response to recycled water use alter the resulting evaluation of import demand relative to the 
prevailing conditions under. Pel!Ce 1n two significant ways. First, import demand is now lower 
each year relative to the outcome under Peace conditions by the amount of new Basin supply. 
Tbis water ultimately defrays Tier 2 water purchases a:; the supply side of the rnodel is. built 
upwards and aggregated across each step towards the extensive margin of supply. AB these 
sUpplies. are developed, available supply in the Basin rises to 2661134 AF by the year 2030, an 
increase of 80,442 AFabove the Peace I sceorujo and 106,678 AF above the baseline conditions. 

Second, the amount ofwa:ter held in local slbrage by indlv:ldual agencies decreases to acconni: for 
the effect of these new, reliable water sources in the Basin and the corresponding reduction in the 
need to smooth out the cyclical components of water supplies with puts and takes. As recycled 
wateJ; supplies are developed in the Basin, the need for local storage decreases; for :instance, the 
total amount of water held in local storage in the Basin in 2030 decreases from 141,565 AF 
nnder baseline conditions, to 129,259 AF in the Peace I scenario, to 80,500 AF in the Peace. IT 
scenario. 

" IEUA, Operating and Capitn! Program Budge~ Fiscal Year 2007/0B, Volume 1 {July 2007), p231. 
"Watermaster, Fisoal Year2006-2007 FinalAssessmentPack:age, Pool2 Water/Storage Transactions (pl2): 
http:llwww.cbwm.o!1!idocslfirumcdocs/Asse!lsment"/n20Package%20FY%202006-2007o/n20Finalodf 
36 Non-Bimling Term Sheet, item IX. C. 
37 PeiSonal C<Jirespoadence with staff at Wildermuth En.viromnemal. 
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The quantity of wafer transactions in the water transfer market rises significantly as the number 
of agencies selling water increases with the influx of recycled water sopp!ies. This changes the 
distnoution of net benefits, both directly by the allocation of recycled water supplies based on 
PJ1)xllnity of users (rather than according to the share of safe operating yield) and :indireetly by 
reducing the number of agencies that procure water oli the extensive margin of sopply. 

6.3. Water Imports 
An important outcome in the Peace U scenario as a resnlt of hydralilic control is the decrease :in 
Tier 2 water purchases relative to both the baseline and Peace I scenarios. Unlike the case of the 
Peace I scenario, in which the decline :in Tier 2 purchases was largely offset by an increase :in 
assessment costs to sopport the :increase :in recharge capacity, the avoided Tier 2 wateJ: purchases 
:in the Peace II scenario are ass.ociated either with neglig~ble costs (SAR inflow and forgiveness 
for Basin over-draft) or with the relatively low cost associated with recycled. water, which is 
valued at IEUA recycled water rates. These differences are characterized in the discussion 
below. 

In addition, the level of water imports :increases slightly in the Peace II scenario, because of a 
reduction ili the storage loss component allocated to meet the desalter replenishment obligation. 
In the Peace II scenario, the desalter replenishment obligation is taken to be desalter production 
less storage losses ofl percent from the local storage accounts of producers in the Basin. 38 

6,4. Water Procurement Costs 
All program costs that form the basis for Watermaster assessments :in the Peace I scenario (as 
descnbed above) are considered in the Peace II scenario, with the aception of the Pomona 
credit, which is no longer ~d by appropriators in the Basin aod is instead paid by Three Valleys 
Municipal Water District 9 The removal of this fee from Watermaster assessments leads to ao 
:increase :in net benefit to agencies :in the Basin by $66,667, and this is returned to agencies in 
proportion to each agency's share of safe operating yielci The increase in net benefit is offset by 
a proportional increase in cost for Three Valleys Municipal Water District, and the present value 
of this stream of payments over the period 2007·2030 at the prevailing rate of discount (4.5 
percent) is $1.0 million. 

Recycled water coSts .are allocated to each agency using the recycled water prices provided by 
IEUA, as discussed ab-ove. The desalter replenishment obligation, which begins :in the year 2024 
after the 400,000 AF of over-draft credits are exhausted, is met :in the Pe:;~ce ll scenario through 
Watermaster replenishment assessments as follows. Half of the desalter replenishment obligation 
is .rnet by individual agencies according to pro rata shares of safe operating yield, as .in the Peace 
I scenario, and the remaining half of the desalter replenishment obligation is met according to 
each agency's share of actoal production relalive to total production in the !iasin.40 This latter 
portion of the Watermaster replenishment assessments accords with the method of allocating 
Watermaster general assessments to the appropriative pool in all three scenarios considered. The 

38 Non-B:inding Term Sheet, Item VLB.l. 
39 Non-Binding Term Sheet, item VILA 
"Pernonal correspondence with Watermaster staff (August 29, 2007). 
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method for calculating the remaining water proctrrement co~ts for each agency is identical to the 
method described above for the Peace I scenario. 

6.5. Coiltpariso~ of Baseline, Peace L and Peate 11 Outcomes 
Relative to bas(!line conditions, the present value of total net benefit among the ten agencies 
encompassed by the stndy for the program elements contained in the PeaCe IT scenario is $904.6 
million, which represents an additional net benefits of $722.5 million relative to the outcDme of 
the Peace I scenario. 

The main factor assDciated with. this increased net benefit is the displacement of Tier 2 water 
with recycled water, SAR in-flow, and, in the period 2007-2024, with forgiveness for 400,000 
AF ofBasin over-draft to attain hydraulic oontroL Underpeace 1 conditions, the preSent value of 
total Tier 2 water purribases over the period 2007c2030 is $931 million, whereas, in the Peace IT 
scenario; the present value of Tier 2 water purchases over the period is $271 million. Thi.s 
decrease in Tier 2 water costs in the Peace II scenario was r(!placed v.jth a combination of 
400,000 1\F of forgiveness for Basin over-draft and recycled water at the lower lEU A recycled 
water rate.41 The combined present value of cdst ofiniported water and recycled water inputs in 
the Peace II scenario is $1.0 billion, which r(!presents a substantial reduction in the present value 
of water procurement cost from $1.75 billion in the Peace I scenario. 

Table 3 d(!picts the projected outcomes to individual agencies in. the Peace II scenario for the 
year 2015. A comparison of these outcomes with those that emerge in the baselinf! scenario in 
Table 1 and the Peace I scenario in Table 2 provides a useful profile of the essential differences 
in Basin performance under Peace IT conditions. Residual demand, whiCh corresponds to the 
valu~ Q* in Figure 1, i~ identical in all three scenarios, as is the safe operating yield of the 
agencies and desalter production. The net agricultural pool transfer to the appropriative pool 
(48,530 .AF) is between the values 'that emerge in the Peace 1 scenario {48,848 AF) .and the 
baseline scenario ( 48,268 AF)~ Relative to the outcome under Peace I conditions, the new rules 
for assessing t(!plenisbment obligations for the over-allocated agrieilltural pool Wafer redistribute 
the net returns away from th.e major land-use converters in the Basin (in particular, the City of 
Chino and Jurupa Community Services District). 

Available Basin supply in the Peace IT scenario in the year 2015 (208',199 AF) is considerably 
higher thari the available Basin supply in the baseline scenario (123,554 AF) and Peace I 
scenario (148,346 1\F), which leads to a commensurate reduction in imported water demand. 
Virtually fue entire difference in imported water demand between the Peace I scenario and the 
Peace II scenario is the result of the 60,171 AF addition of recycled water (direct usti plus 
groundwater r(!plenisbment). 

The level of local storage in the Peace IT scenario in, 53,293 AF, is lower than local storage 
levels .in the baseline (107,054 AF) and Peace I scenarios (91,649 AF) due to fue large influx of 

<I The allocation of the 400,000 AF of forgiveness to meet the replenishment obligations of the desalters is 
implicitly valued at the Tier 2 rate, because each unit of furgiveneso that is credited against the desalter 
replenishment obligation, which is valued directly in the model at the replenishment rate, "frees up" a unit of 
n:cbllrge capacity that allows a unitofTier 2 water to be displaced on the eJ<tensivemargin of supply. 
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reliable B.asin water through the development of the recycling program and the acquisition of 
SAR inflow. This greater availability of Basin. water supply also facilitates a richer pattern of 
water transfers in the Peace II scenario. · 

bi total, Tier 2 water purchases in the year 2015 are 10,186 AF, which represents a substantial 
ted:uction from the 137,089 AF of Tier 2 water purchases that take. place under baseline 
conditions (inclusive of the purchailes required by in lieu recharge) and the 82,658 AF under 
Peace I conditions. Replenishment water purchases increase in the Peace ll scenario from 31,533 
AF in the Peace I scenario to 41 ,800 AF in the Peace ll scenario. The increase in rep1euishment 
imports reflects the replacement of .35,267 AF of replenishment obligations in the Peace I 
scenario with SAR inflow and desalter forgiveness in the ye!lr 2015, less the 20,671 AF claim on 
recharge factlities associated with the gronndwater recharge component of the recycled water 
program in the Peace ll scenario. The decrease in Tier 2 water imports of 72,430 .AF between the 
Peace I and Peace II scenario is the result of th.e displacement of Tier 2 water purchases with a 
combination of recycled water, SARin-flow, ai!d allowed over-draft. 

Actoal production among these eight agencies in the year 2015 (182,170 AF) is higher in the 
Peace ll sceoario than in the Peace I scenario (160,203 AF) and the baseline scenario (121,\38 
AF). This increment in Basin production relative to the Peace I scenario represents the fucrease 
in Basin supply resulting from the use of recycled water for yronndwater recharge as well as 
small adjustments in storage loss and net storage requirements. 4 

Finally, notice in the comparison of Tier 2 purchases by indivlduai ageocies in Tables 1-3 that 
the distribution of Tier .. 2 water purchases across individual agencies in the Basin. differs in all 
three scenarios relative to the distributions of safe operating yie1d and the distribution of actual 
production. These elements toMther comprise thebasis for the allocation of collective Basin net 
benefits tq fudividual agencies, with the division of market benefits from Basin improvement 
activities determined by each agency's share of Tier 2 water purchases, .and the allocation of cost 
determined through Wat=aster formulas that are based either on a individual agency's share of 
actoal production to total Basin production or on a individual ageJ;lcy's share of safe operating 
yield. Differences in the. distributions of these three key values across individual agencies in the 
Basin are responsible for inequalities in the distribution the net benefit from the various program 
dements that improve the management of Chino Basin water resources. 

42 Recycled water fur cfuect use offsets urban water demand, but does not otherwise influence Basin production. 
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Tnble 3: Yenr 201S Outcome Under p,euce U Sconuria 

Com2onent Chino 
Appropriator 

Chino Hills Ontario UE\nnd Cucamonga Monte Vista Juru2a Pomona Total 
Urban Water Demand 26,200 24,700 66,600 22,500 72,500 14,100 36,350 30,264 l93,214 
Available Surface Water 0 0 0 5,200 3,000 0 500 0 8,700 
Available Other Groundwater 0 0 0 3,800 5,400 0 0 1,884 11,084 
Residual Demand 26,200 24,700 66,600 13,500 64,100 14,100 35,850 28,380 273,430 
Safe Operating Yield 4,034 2,111 11,374 2,852 3,619 4,824 2,061 11,216 42,092 
New Yield 883 462 2,489 624 792 2,455 451 2,489 10,645 
Net Ag Transfer 10,103 2,176 7,559 1,581 2,560 2,739 15,599 6;215 48,530 
Desalter Water Supply 5,000 4,200 5,000 0 0 0 19,922 0 34,122 
Storage & Recovery 527 658 3,671 1,364 5,160 1,801 909 909 15,000 
Recycled W nter, Direct Use 6,300 4,000 8,800 0 15,900 500 2,500 1.,500 39,500 
Recycled Water, Replenishment 2,402 2,188 5,590 2,450 5,304 1,070 1,667 0 20,671 
Available Supply 29,248 15,796 44,482 8,871 33,336 ll,990 42,181 22,294 208,199 
Net Storage 0 69 527 -153 ,5 94 0 217 759 
Transfers -3,048 2,784 7,026 1,389 9,546 684 -6,331 1,955 14,004 
Import Demand 0 6,190 15,619 3,087 21,223 1,520 0 4,347 51,98,6 
Local Storage 0 6,360 15,798 3,306 21,974 1,507 0 4,347 53,293 
Replenishn:ient Purchases 0 4,977 12,559 2,482 17,064 1,222 0 3,495 41,800 
Tier 2 Purchases 0 1,213 3,060 605 4,158 298 0 852 10,186 
Actual Production 19,900 14,516 42,550 10,227 26,762 12,159 33,350 22,706 182,170 
Watermaster Assessments $707 $447 $1,368 $327 $804 $411 $1,129 $753 $5,946 
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Figure 3 compares the benefit received by each agency from reduced water prqcuremel,li: costs to 
the increase in assessment cost that result from the implementation of the program .elements in 
the Peace II scenario. The program costs in the Peace IT scenario do not differ substantively fron:l 
program costs in the Peac~: I scenario, and represent an overall increase from $17 million to 
$143.2 million in present value terms. The program benefits in pres~:Tit value terms in the Peace 
II scenario are reflected. in the rlecrease in water procurement costs from $2.1 billion under 
baseline conditions to $1.1 billion in the Peace II scenario. 

City of Ontario and Cucamonga Valley Water District receive the largest share ofthebenefits 
J"esulting from the Peace II program elements, while the assessment costs resulting from the 
Peace 11 program elements are notably smaller and distributed more equally across the agencies. 
In total, the City of Ontaiio and Cucamonga Valley Water District togetherreceive 56 percent of 
lhe benefit of decreased water procurement costs and incur 39 pCJ:cent of the increase in 
asSessment costs. 

Bnselinc Vs. Peace~ Benefit-Cost Comparison 
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Distribu.tion of Net Benefit, Peace ll vs. Baseline ($/per AF) 

Pnnloon. $91.58 

Monte"'""" Sl16.0J 

Up !nod, $8J.S4 

Figure4 

Figure 4 depicts the distribution of net benefits per acre-foot of residual water demand across 
irldividual agencies in the Basin resulting from the program eleinents in the Peace II scenario. 
Overall, the present value of the net benefit to all parties over the 24 year horizon resulting from 
a move from baseline conditions to Peace conditions is $905 million and the total projected 
water demand over this period is 9.1 million AF, which implies an average return of $98.53 per 
acte-foot to the agencies encompassed by the study. 

Noting, as befure, that Foiiliula Union Water Company and San Antonio Water Company have 
available surface water and other groundwater supplies in excess of their demand, and 
controlling for agency scale on the basis of residual demand for Basin water among the 
remaining producers, the net benefit resulting from the combined program elements in the Peace 
II Agreement lies between $39.92/AF for Jurupa CSD to $)50.93 for Cucamonga Valley Water 
District. 

The net benefit/AF received by Jurupa Community Services District is sigoificantly smaller than 
the net benefit!AF received by other producers, because of systematic differences in the way this 
agencY meets consumer water demand. Juropa Community Services District is disadvantaged in 
the ability to capitalize on program elements that improve Basin performance by the large share 
of desalter water for mban water supply it receives, which cannot be defrayed by the 
development of new Basin supplies, and by a negligible reliance on imported water from MWD. 
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Among lhe remaining agencies, lhe Cities of Pomona and Upland reqcive a smal.ler share of lhe 
net benelit/AF, while Monte Vista Water District, the Cities of Chino, Ontario, Upland, and 
Chino Hills, and Cucamonga Valley Water District each receive a net benelit!AF above 
$116/AF. 

7. Alternative Scenarios 

This section exarpines lhe sensitivity of the resultS to variations in various assumptions 
underlying the model.. In theory, each of lhe factors considered, here has lhe potential to change 
lhe relative rankings an1{}ng agl'Ilcies with respect to benefits per acre-foot For eXample, 
increasing the cost of capital will tend to elevate the ranking of agencies that receive benefits in 
early years. These sensitivity analyses are intended to bracket actual results and measure the 
sensitivity of outcomes to changes io assumptions. 

Five parameters .are varied and the model resolts are recalculated in each case .. The alternative 
scenarios considered are: (i) variation in the share of the desalter replenishment obligation 
attnbuted to the appropriative pool in the baseline case; (ii) variation in the discount rate; (iii) 
variation in Urban Water Demands; {iv) variation in the availability of Tier 1 water to agencies 
in the Basin; and (v) increases in effective recycled water prices due to the; long-run average cost 
of recycled water infrastructure improvements. 

The model results are most sensitive to the scenario in which all Tier 2 water purchases in the 
model are replaced with Tier 1 water purchases at the lower MWD rate. The results bf this 
scenario ilte shown in Table 4. This scenario provides a bracketing assumption on the value of 
the outside water options available to agencies and it is unlikely that each agency can meet 
annual increases in urban water .demand every year wilh a continued expabsion of Tier 1 
purchases. To the extent that individual agencies differ in their access to Tier 1 water, moreover, 
market forces would lead to a displacement uf Tier 2 water purchases on· the extensive margin of 
supply before ·any displacement occurs of Tier I water purchases, so that a model that considered 
a relatively equal mix of Tier 1 and Tier 2 water supplies would not result in values near the mid
point between the Tier 1 scenario and the Tier 2 scenario. Nonetheless, the total net benefit in !he 
Basin under Peace 11 scenario remains high~$611.7 million ($88.89/AF}--even when the entire 
iocrease in Basin supply is valued at the displacement cost of Tier l water. 

The model results are fairly robust to variations in the remaining parameters, :rn total, the net 
benefit of the Peace ll program elements varies across the scenarios in a range between $80(;.7 
million - $864.4 million ($87.87/AF - $104.22/AF) in each scenario, relative to the $904.6 
million {$98.53/ AF) at baseline levels of the parameters. 
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Tnble 4: Tic~2 Replaced By Tier 1 

City of Chino 
City o£ China Hills 
Ci (y of Ontario 
Ci(y ofUpland 
Cucamonga Valley Water District 
Fontana Union Water Co. 
Mortte Vista Water District 
Sao Antonio Water Company 
JurupaCSD 
Ci(y of Pomona 

Total 

Net Benefit (1000s of$) 
Peace I vs. Baseline Peace II vs. Bc/Seline 

$8,549 $'/7,828 
$18 $46,218 

$1,451 $148,970 
$328 $27,599 

$!4,025 $175,240 
$1,451 $26,880 

($2,090) $27,005 
$342 $6,337 

$10,611 $29,242 
($5,720) $46,453 

$28,9'65 $611,773 
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Net Benefit!AF 
Peace. I vs. Baseline Peace II vs. Baseline 

$13.18 $120.03 
$0.03 $77.92 
$0.83 $84.73 
$0.61 $51.04 
$7.61 $95.10 

($5.99) $77.39 

$12.01 $33.11 
($7.76) $62.99 

$3.15 $66.63 
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Tnblc 5: 50% ofDcsnltcr Obliglltion Pnld by Ag Pool 

Net Benefit (1000s of$) Net Benefit/AF 
Peace I vs. Baseline Peace II vs. Baseline Peace I vs; Baseline Peace II vs. Baseli1te 

City of Chino $15,450 $91,122 
City of Chino Hills $9,681 $71,001 
City ofOntarlo $28,888 $218,613 
City of Upland $6,017 $40,661 
Cucamonga Valley Water District $56,320 $273,782 
Fontana Union Water Co. {$2,836) $22,592 
Monte Vista Water District $1,232 $34,687 
San Antonio Water Company ($669) $5,326 

$23.83 
$16.32 
$!6.43 
$11.13 
$30.56 

$3.53 

Jwupa CSD $13,297 $32,779 $15.06 
City_<JfPomona _($5,280) $54,068 ($7.16) 
Totnl $122,101 $844,632 $13.30 
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$140.53 
$119.70 
$124.34 
$75.20 

$148,.57 

$99.41 

$37.11 
$73.31 

$9L99 
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Tobie 6: 5,5% Discount RJlte. 

Net Benefit (1000s of$) Net BenefitJAF 
Peace I liS. Baseline Peace II vs. Baseline Peace I \IS, Baseline Peace llvs. Baseli11e 

City of Chino $17,681 $84,906 $27.27 $130.95 
City of Chino Hills $11,108 $65,916 $18.73 $111.13 
City of Ontario $38,234 $207,227 $21.75 $117.86 
City ofUpland $8,595 $39,560 $15.90 $73.16 
Cucamonga Valley Water District $54,862 $247,990 $29.77 $134.57 
Fontana Union Water Co. $4,231 $26,907 
Monte Vista Water District $6,265 $36,087 $17.95 $103.42 

San Antonio Water Company $997 $6,343 
JurupaCSD $13,877 $31,426 $15.71 $35.58 
City of Pomona $7,315 $60,400 $9.92 $81.90 

Total $163,165 $806,761 $17.77 $87.87 
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Tnble 7:.10"/o Conservation 

Net Benefit (1000s of$) Net Benefit/ AF 
Peace I vs. Baseline Peace II vs. Baseline Peace: lvs. Baseline Peace II vs. Baseline 

City of Chino $18,131 $88,819 $3l.D7 $152.20 
City of Chino Hills $13,070 $70,172 $24.48 $131.45 
City of Ontario $44,196 $223,937 $27.93 $141.52 
City of Upland $8,602 $39,805 $17.68 $81.80 
Cucamonga ValleyWaterDistrict $64,718 $268,848 $39.02 $162.10 
Fontana Union Water Co. 

' 
$4,989 $30,656 

Monte Vista Water Dls.trict $6,205 $37,920 $19.76 $120.75 

San Antonio Water Company $1,176 $7,227 
JurupaCSD $15,189 $33,707 $19.11 $42.40 
City of Pomona $6,788 $63,259 $10:23 $95.30 

'total $183;064 $864,350 $22.07 $104.22 
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Table 8: 50% Increase In Recycled Water Price 

Net Benefit (lOOOs of$) 
Peace I vs. Baseline Peace II vs. Baseline 

City of Chino 
City of Chino Hills 
City of Ontario 
City of Upland 
Cucamonga Valley Water District 
Fontana Union Water Co. 
Monte Vista Water District 
San Antonio Water Company 
JurupaCSD 
City of Pomona 

Total 

$20,294 
$12,217 
$42,547 
$9,442 

$60,667 
$4,S39 
$7,025 
$1,141 

$15,772 
$8,189 

$182,133 
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$88,913 
$69,270 

$220,779 
$42,215 

$262,234 
$30,268 
$39,277 
$7,136 

$31,962 
$66,517 

$858,571 

Net Benefit/ AF 
Peace I vs. Baseline 

$31.30 
$20.60 
$24.20 
$17.46 
$32.92 

$20.13 

$17.86 
$11.10 

$19.84 

Peace II vs. Baseline 

$137.13 
$116.78 
$125.57 

$78.07 
$142.30 

$112.56 

$36.19 
$90.19 

$93.51 
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